by Kathryn Lasky

My America: Hope In My Heart, Sofia’s Ellis Island Diary, Book One

Renowned author Kathryn Lasky tells the story of Sofia Monari’s arrival in America from Italy. In Book One of Sofia’s Ellis Island Diary, Sofia Monari’s arrival in America from Italy is told through the eyes of ten-year-old Sofia, who experiences the excitement and challenges of immigration. Sofia and her family immigrate to America in 1903, and Sofia is quarantined at the Ellis Island Immigration Station, where she makes a good friend. The story is told through Sofia’s diary entries, which provide a glimpse into the life of a young immigrant in the early 20th century. Sofia’s journey from Italy to America is filled with adventure, hard work, and the hope of a better future for her family. 

In Book One, Sofia Monari and her family arrive at Ellis Island after a difficult journey. Sofia is separated from her parents and sent into quarantine, but she makes a good friend who helps her through this difficult time. Sofia’s story is one of resilience and determination, as she克服s the challenges of life in a new country. 

In Book One, Sofia Monari’s story is told through her Diary, which provides a unique perspective on life in America. Sofia’s Diary is a powerful reminder of the courage and perseverance of immigrants who set out to create new lives for themselves and their families. Sofia’s story is an inspiration to all who seek to make a better life for themselves and their loved ones.

This book is part of the My America series, which tells the story of Sofia Monari’s arrival in America from Italy. The series includes books on Sofia’s Ellis Island Diary, Sofia’s Immigrant Diary, and Sofia’s Ellis Island Diary, Book One. These books are available in both hardcover and softcover editions, and are perfect for readers of all ages.

My America: Hope In My Heart, Sofia’s Ellis Island Diary, Book One is a fictional diary in the My America series. It is a powerful story of resilience and hope, and a reminder of the courage and determination of immigrants who have made America what it is today.
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